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Current Requirements 
Six Hispanic Studies courses beyond the basic language sequence including: 

1. Span 280 or 307 
2. Span 303 
3. Span 308 
4. OCSp 250: Business Spanish 
5. OCSp 322: Management and Ethics in a Cross-Cultural Environment 
6. Span 397 or another elective 

 
Proposed Requirements 
Six Hispanic Studies courses beyond the basic language sequence including: 

1. Span 280 or 307 
2. Span 303 
3. Span 308 
4. OCSp 250: Business Spanish in its Cultural Context or OCSp 250: Business Spanish  
5. OCSp 322: Management and Ethics in a Cross-Cultural Environment or another elective or two 

different Spanish 340 courses (.5 credit each)  
* Maximum of two SPAN 340 courses count for the major/minor. 
6. Span 397, or another elective or two different Spanish 340 courses (.5 credit each) 
* While student can take as many 340 courses as they like, only two will count toward the minor. In other 
words, two 340 courses can fulfill either criteria 5 or 6, but not both.   

 
Rationale for changes 
The proposed changes align with two recommendations. First, the 2012 external review of the department 
recommended the department incorporate languages across the curriculum into our program (Span 340 
addition). Second, the department is responding to years of exit surveys that both majors and minors 
complete before graduation in which students regularly suggest we offer business Spanish on campus (Span 
250). 
 
The new courses will be rotated in with the elective courses we teach every semester. It will not affect our 
staffing as we will continue offering the same amount of electives to meet the enrollment demands of our 
majors and minors. In other words, these courses will replace an additional section of another course elective. 
Tenure-line faculty in Hispanic Studies will continue to teach the same number of electives but switch how 
many sections of each elective we offer. 
 
Additional resources for the changes to the Spanish minor for Business majors will primarily focus on on-line 
databases, journals, government documents, and human resources available through The Ames Library, the 
Language Resource Center, the Action Research Center, and the Career Center. The department does not 
anticipate needing additional resources for the revised minor.  


